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Abstract
Pure method is a method, which does not have any side effects or the extent of the side effect is limited. Purity Analysis is
the technique of determining pure methods. Purity information can be used to perform program analysis, specification,
verification and optimization. The extent of side effects in a program can be expressed in terms of Degree of Purity. Degree
of purity measures the side effects in different areas such as accessing of files, objects and variables, violation of
programming constraints and possible exceptions. This paper proposes a model that measures the degree of purity of
programming languages and implements it in scala. This allows us to determine concurrency in a program and execution in
multi core machine.
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1. Introduction
The methods which exhibit side effects free behaviour are known as pure methods [1]. Modification in the
global state of a program is known as side effects of a method. Side effects occur when a function modifies
global variables or by passing arguments by reference. The side effects in a program have negative effect on
program comprehension. The development time of programmer can be saved efficiently using a program
understanding tool which identifies and labels automatically the side effect free methods [2][3]. Knowing the
side effect information in a program is used in various software tests, program analysis, verification,
understanding, restructuring and optimization. The trade-off between increased speed and decreased
maintenance results in need for purity checking [4]. Side effects occurs in various scenarios such as performing
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I/O, modifying global variables, modifying local permanent variables (like static variables in C), modifying an
argument passed by reference, modifying a static variable of a function higher up in the function call sequence
(usually via a pointer).
This paper proposes a model for purity checking which can automatically identify the number of pure
methods and impure methods i.e. methods that have side effects. If it exists then calculate its degree of purity.
It identifies number of independent program components that do
The
proposed method analyses the side effect free behaviour of a program to evaluate different purity definition that
ranges from strong to weak by taking several purity forms that are specific to dynamic execution and to
accommodate various constraints imposed by consumer application and memoization.
The function which does not perform any I/O, no global variables modification, no local permanent
variables modification, no pass-by-reference parameters modification, no modification to nonlocal/static
variables via pointers and any functions that called also satisfies these conditions is said to be pure [5][6] .By
loosening the restrictions on pure methods we can give another annotation known as semi pure methods. The
semi pure methods can be considered as a subtype of pure methods. Like pure methods semi pure methods also
bound to restrictions and compilation rules. A pure method always overrides the semi pure methods. The semi
pure method may cause side effect to a program under certain contexts.
The primary goal of this paper is to propose a model which measures the degree of purity in the language
and also analyses the type of impurity in the language such as file access, object access, non-local variable
access and exception. The type of impurity in turn determines the degree of purity. The degree of purity and
purity of a method is inversely proportional. The method which has the above mentioned four types of impurity
is treated as highly impure method.
The model also performs various class analysis to determine the class of all objects to which reference
variable may point to and side effect analysis on memory location modified by execution of program statement.
The proposed model observes the various kinds of side effects that a program can have including Observable
states, immediate side effects, and transitive side effect. Any object name that is transitively reachable from
variable is included in observable states. The invocation has immediate side effects if method assigns value to
static field or method contains object allocation site that correspond to observable object name. Transitive side
effects are caused due to indirect side effects that are due to called methods [2] [7].
Knowing which all methods have side effects has a variety of application in programming environment.
This includes software maintenance and in Reverse engineering technology. Here the reverse engineer has to
design from existing code. Purity representation is also essential in UML representation of software. In UML
an attribute isQuery for operations which specifies whether the specified operation leaves the state of program
or state of the system unchanged or whether any side effects has occurred. The default value of isQuery
operation is false.

2. Literature Survey
The purity analysis for programming languages starts in 1970 and was mainly focused on FORTRAN
language. The analysis used was the inter procedural data flow analysis which summarizes the semantic effect
associated with sub routine call. In the analysis each program statement was annotated with MOD and REF [8].
Banning represented the MOD problem as data flow problem on programmers call multigraph which can be
solved by global data flow analysis. Inorder to perform the data flow analysis Banning decomposed the
problem into Alias analysis and side effect computation. Initially Banning computed GMOD (p) for every
procedure p representing the generalized mod of p. Then he computed the DMOD(s) for every statement
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representing the direct mod of S. GMOD is applied to procedures or functions whereas DMOD is applied to set
of statements. MOD is computed using combination of above two sets.
Cooper and Kennedy modified the flow insensitive summary of information by dividing the problem into
two sub problems: one for computation of global parameters and another for call by reference formal
parameters. They use binding multigraph as data structure to achieve linear time complexity. Burke and Cytron
proposed inter procedural side effect analysis. The current inter procedural side effect analysis assumes that
when an array element was modified by a procedure call, the entire array could be modified. Studies were
conducted to compute side effect of method calls on subscripted reference by implementing inter procedural
data flow analysis, and to integrate subscript analysis with aliasing [7].
Ryder and Caroll put forward an incremental interval algorithm for MOD analysis for computing updated
side effects to change in system instead of recalculating in its entirety. Pointer analysis is used to determine
efficiently the side effect analysis of a program. Salcianu and Rinard presented a combined pointer and escape
analysis and generate regular expression to characterize externally mutated heap locations [9].
Haskell and D are the two programming languages that verify the purity at compile time. To use side effects
or externally visible variables in Haskell we should explicitly indicate it by using monads in your function
But D allows using side effects and variables in your functions by default and if
you need you can explicitly mark them as pure [10].
Razafimahefa implemented an inter procedural side effect analysis for Java based on point to point analysis.
This algorithm derives from Sternwards points to information on side effect information. They develop object
sensitive points to and side effect analysis, demonstrating the impact of program information can have on side
effect data. Dallmeier et al have examined dynamic purity analysis for Java programs which uses ASM byte
code manipulation framework to create program traces and to identify impure methods. It also provides a
means to compare static and dynamic purity information [11].
system for purity analysis in java. This system uses three annotations @pure, @local and @fresh. Analyzing
purity using individual methods will not lead to precise purity analysis. It gives performance in precise. When
combining these annotations it can perform a precise purity analysis. This algorithm produces annotations
without the need for an expensive and costly interprocedural analysis [9].

3. Design
This approach for pure method analysis uses a probabilistic model for classifying methods based on their
side effects. In general, the methods are classified into Pure, Semi-Pure and Impure methods based on their
degree of purity. For determining the degree of purity four parameters are used with predefined priority based
on its impact in the program. The 4 parameters with pre-defined priority value are:Table 1Predefined Priority Values for various parameters in program
Parameter
Non-local variable
Object Reference
File Access
Exception

Priority
4
3
2
1

Reason
Highly affect global state (there will be a definite change in state of a program).
State of the program changes depending on the type of object reference.
Program state changes depending on type of file access and type of file operations.
Small variation occurs in the program state since there is an error in the program.

In this paper, it uses a Bayesian probabilistic model to calculate the degree of purity. The model first
determine the important parameters in methods that cause side effects such as number of non-local variable
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access, object reference, file access and exceptions occurring in the program. These parameter values are
multiplied with predefined priority value. The value thus obtained will give contribution of side effect due to
that particular parameter. The model determines the overall contribution of side effects by each parameter.
The model calculates the dependency existing between methods and if dependency exists it adds the total
contribution of called method to the total contribution of calling method in the dependency graph. The value so
obtained will be called degree of purity.

F1

A

B

Total
Contribution

Exception

File
Access

Object
reference

Non-local

Function

Table 2 Number of various side effect parameters in various methods of the program.

4A+2B

F2

0

F3

0

In the table a, b, c represents constants indicating number of Non-local variable modifications, number of
Next, the proposed model classifies the functions into Pure, Semi-Pure and Impure methods based on their
value of degree of purity. For that it calculates the mean of degree of purity of all the methods and assigns that
value as the threshold. Semi-pure methods. The proposed model uses this information for side-effect analysis in
programming languages.
______________________________________________________________________________________
Step 1: Identify parameters of a method that determines the degree of purity.
Step 2: Assign value to each parameter by following equation:
Pre-defined priority of parameter * Number of modifications of that
Parameter.
Step 3: Calculate the sum of value of individual Parameters
Step 4: By dependency analysis add the base method purity value to child class method.
This will be the degree of purity of method.
Step 5: Calculate the threshold value by taking the mean of degree of purity of all functions.
Step 6: Classify methods based on following rule:
If degree of purity=0 then the method is pure.
-Pure.
Else the method is Impure
______________________________________________________________________________________
Fig. 1. Algorithm for Purity Analysis
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Our proposed method uses Bayesian probabilistic model can be used to predict the class of a newly user
defined function based on the obtained value. Using this model we can classify the newly user defined function
into Pure, Semi-pure or Impure by finding its probability. Through Bayesian classification we find out the
maximum livelihood estimate of probabilities. In Bayesian model we segment the side effect parameter by the
class (Pure, Semi-pure or Impure). Since the parameter values are continuous data, a typical assumption is that
the continuous values associated with each class are distributed according to a Gaussian distribution.
According to Bayesian Classification, if the new function contains a continuous parameter value x, we will
first segment data by its class and then computes mean and variance of x in each class. Let μ c be mean of
2
values i
c be the variance of values in x associated with class c.
Then the probability P(x = v | c), that is the probability that x belongs to class c can be computed by
2
plugging v into the equation for a Normal Distribution parameterized by μc
c . That is,
(1)
We assign class to each function by finding the probability value for parameter values in each class and
multiplying the obtained probability value with highest probability value gives the class of the function.
Let p denotes Non-local variable, q denotes Object Reference, r denotes File Access, s denotes Exception in
the current method then the degree of purity of current method can be calculated from the following formula:
D = 4p + 3q +2r + s + c
(2)
Where, C is the total contribution of degree of purity from dependent parent classes and D is the degree of
purity of current method.
If p = q = r = s = x, then the degree of purity will be

D = 10 * x + c

(3)

Fig. 2 Classification of methods based on degree of purity
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3.1 Mathematical Model for Degree of Purity
Lemma 1: Let D (x) is the degree of purity, where x = p = q = r = s then D (x) can be represented as,
D (x) = 10 * x + c
For an independent method C=0, hence the degree of purity will be D (x) = 10*x.
Proof:
Mathematical induction can be used to prove the above formula for all values of x, such that threshold
Basis Step: Show that the statement holds for x=1.
Consider x = 1, then D (1) = 10
Inductive Step:
Assume that the statement is true for x=k.
D ( k) = 10 * k
Then we have to show that, the equation holds for
X = k + 1.
D (k+1) = 10 * k+10
Here by shows that D (k+1) also holds good.

4. Implementation
In this paper, the implementation is done in scala version 2.8.1. The main tool used in implementation is
Netbeans IDE version 7.0 using scala plugin. Implementation is done in two parts Comparative Analysis (4.1)
and Benchmarking (4.2). In Comparative Analysis it classifies methods into various classes according to the
degree of purity by taking into consider the various parameter that affects the degree of purity. In
Benchmarking it analyzes the performance of purity analyzer by using time and memory as constraints.
4.1. Comparative Analysis
The purity analysis of function Fast Fourier Transform, and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform is given below in
the table:
Table 3 Analysis of FFT
Non-local Reference
Object Reference
File Access
Exception
Degree of Purity
Class

Nil
Nil
3
1
7
Semi-Pure

Function Name: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
Table 4 Analysis of IFFT
Non-local Reference
Object Reference

Nil
Nil
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File Access
Exception
Degree of Purity

3
1
7

Class

Semi-Pure

Function Name: Inverse Fast Fourier

Transform (IFFT)

The distribution of Parameters according to degree of purity is given as follows:

Fig. 3. Degree of Purity Vs. Parameter Count

Pure methods are those methods that have zero parameter count. For semi-pure method there will be more
number of file access and exception and very little number of Non-local variable and Object reference. For
impure method there will be large number of Non-local variables and Object references.
4.2. Benchmarking
For benchmarking the purity of program we use two parameters:-time and memory.
4.2.1. Time
The benchmarking based on time is performed on a Pentium 4 @2.8 GHz with 4 GB RAM on scala version
2.8.1 and the analysis time ranges from 4.2-9 seconds. For each analysis, the method, the parent methods, that
is invoked transitively and library method used both in child and parent have been analyzed, its corresponding
degree of purity have been computed and the method is classified into corresponding class based on its degree
of purity. The data structure used for the analysis is the dependency graph for finding dependency between
methods.
4.2.2. Memory
This benchmarking parameter analyzes various memory locations, its scope, type operation etc. Scope of
memory includes whether the variable is local or global in the method, the type specifies the type of memory
where the variable resides that is cache memory, main-memory (primary memory), secondary memory, and
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operation on memory includes reading and writing variables to and from memory. Benchmarking of this
parameter is performed on a Pentium 4 machine operating at 2.8 GHz with 4 GB RAM on scala version 2.8.1.
The analysis on memory location tells that the impure methods always lead to cache misses which thereby
increases memory access time.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
Our purity analysis considers various parameters that affect the purity of a program such as Non-local
reference, Object reference, File Access, and Exception. We classify our method based on degree of purity into
pure, semi pure and impure. Our dynamic purity analysis based on probabilistic approach explores various
purity parameters and various benchmarking used for analyzing the purity of program. We aim to continue
exploring purity notation for other parameters that affects the purity. Also considers the purity at finer
granularities such as loops, basic blocks and individual instructions. Also performs dynamic purity analysis on
per input basis which analyses the inputs and identify the bounds on inputs that violate the purity state of
program. In future, various methods for handling impurities and avoiding local impurities and exceptions will
also be used.
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